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6th annual Arab Cultural Night another success
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ARAB CULTURAL NIGHT featured delicious food, song and dance, poetry, scripted performances, and much more! (Courtesy of Adriana Avila)

BY: VICTORIA VIDALES
NEWS EDITOR
The 6th annual Arab Cultural Night
took place on March 27th. Several Saint
Mary’s students came together to celebrate their Middle Eastern heritage. The
theme was “Coming Together” which
established a connection between people
of several Middle Eastern heritages, and
people of other cultures worldwide. Arab
Cultural Night is the newest of its kind,
celebrating its sixth this year. The performance was fun, at times emotional,
and above all empowering to see the
passion and desire that students have for
keeping this part of their culture alive.
“Arab Cultural Night allows me to

connect with my ethnic background by it to the attention of their guests.
allowing me share my culture with oth“As a part of Arab Cultural Night I am
ers,” student co-chair, Catherine Jaber able to show people my culture the way
‘19 said.
I understand it, the culture
The show opened with
I was taught and experiArab Cultural
a prayer, as the Executive
enced growing up,” student
team asked people to take Night is the
media director, Hussam
a moment of silence for the
Bseiso ‘19 said.
newest of its
terrorist shooting in a New
The next event was tiZealand Mosque that hap- kind, celebrating tled “Dance Like an Arab”
pened several weeks ago. its sixth this year. where a video was played
Students and attendees
to teach guests in a fun way
prayed for tolerance and
to dance. A humorous part
education for Arab people worldwide. of the night, the performers encouraged
At a time where tolerance for Middle guests to stand up and dance in stereoEastern people is growing increasingly typical Middle Eastern movements. The
difficult it was appropriate for the executive team to acknowledge that, and bring see MIDDLE EAST FOOD & DANCE page 3
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Lent? Contributor says yes
Spring semester offers bountiful
fun

Library functions highly, new one on the way
BY: JACK BARNES
NEWS EDITOR

from an administrative and intrinsic
standpoint warrants a conversation with
The St. Albert Hall Library is a central the woman in charge. Meet Lauren Machub of campus, one that houses both social Donald. MacDonald is the Interim Dean
and academic life at Saint Mary’s. It is of Library and Academic Resources and
the Museum Director, putone of the most apparent,
ting two of the campus’ buildwell-oiled, and crucial
Saint Mary’s is a ings and the school archives
ecosystems at the college
thanks to both its faculty liberal arts college, under her purview. Before
to focus her career
and its student patrons.
and the entire staff deciding
on Library Science, she was
St. Albert employs librara Professor of Art History
ians with specific techni- and set-up of the
cal skills and academic library is designed and Appreciation. As Library
Dean, she is responsible for
specialties who can aid
the administration and orgastudents with research to cultivate
nization of the library. Keepprojects, not to mention critical thinking.
ing the library up to date
the student workers who
technologically is actually a
find additional use for the
library as a opportunity for income. The smaller part of her greatest duty: keeping
library has continued to foster student the library centered on it mission and purand campus success since the building poseful in all its activities. “The library,”
first opened its doors in 1968, and the next she explains, “is a place for collaborative
chapter in its story is just pages away as and integrative learning.”
At its core, the purpose of the library is
plans for a brand new one are in the works.
to
offer resources and space. Saint Mary’s
But truly understanding the library

is a liberal arts college, and the entire
staff and set-up of the library is designed
to cultivate critical thinking. There are
12 full-fledged librarians at St. Albert
Hall. Each of them work in one of six
departments—Collection Management,
Cataloging, Reference, Access Services,
Instruction, and Archives and Special Collection—as well as being responsible for
a subject for research. Of the 12, there is
one SEBA librarian, one KSOE librarian,
one School of Science librarian, and the
rest specialize in different majors within
SOLA. Any students who have ever conducted research at SMC has likely been
instructed by their subject librarian. At
the very least, your subject librarian will
present you with the databases catered to
your studies. At the most, librarians can be
your mentors and advisors actively guide
your research with feedback and an everflowing fountain of sources.
Outside of the librarians, additional
see BIG PLANS FOR NEW LIBRARY page 2
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Big plans for new library

mending certain books/film.”
The success of St. Albert
staff keep the library running in Hall has been essential to Saint
the realms of circulation, acqui- Mary’s for the past 50 years, and
sition, and budget management. this success will no doubt reach
One student who wears both the new heights when the faculty and
library worker hat and that of staff move in to the state-of-thelibrary user is John Peralta ‘19. art facilities that are on their way.
John has worked at the library for In talking about libraries new
three years, and surely knows the and old, one word kept coming
library as well as any student on out of Dean MacDonald’s mouth:
campus. John’s role is largely fo- innovation. That is why the fucused on assisting students with ture library will be called the
navigating the library’s wealth Library and Innovation Center.
of resources. “A
In planning for
regular day inthe new building,
volves directing
acDonald has
the (new) Library and M
students to a
been paying close
librarian for re- Innovation Center
attention to trends
search questions, will physical and
in tech, information
helping professcience, academic
sors put books virtual, tailor-made
library architeco n r e s e r ve f o r for collaboration.
t u re , i n i t i a t ive s,
th ei r stu den ts,
and habits of use in
or searching for
libraries all over the
books/media for students’ per- world. “Libraries are constantly
sonal or educational use,” John evolving,” she says “so we are
says. “The expertise I bring to the watching use patterns and maklibrary is a keen love for film and ing sure the prospective library
reading. I love recommendations will be adaptable and flexible
just as much as I love recom- because libraries will continue

continued from page 1
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to evolve.” The idea is to keep
academics at the forefront while
remaining a place for socializing and relaxation; to grow
scholarly and social interaction.
This means more events, and
thus more room for events. Tech
and libraries have always gone
hand in hand, which is why new
spaces found in the Library and
Innovation Center will physical and virtual, tailor-made for
collaboration. For example, its
crown jewel will be an innovation
lab that will feature the latest
publishing models for students
to experiment with.
The working location for this
monument to learning is the
gravel lot adjacent to the current
library and Garaventa Hall. The
college is already working with
architects to revise the original
plans, but fortunately for them
MacDonald already has a background in architecture. While
the current library was designed
to match the Spanish adobe
style of the rest of the buildings
on campus, the shell of the next
will reflect progress, innovation,
and most importantly the ecosystem inside. The time frame
is still somewhat cloudy, but
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MacDonald is optimistic. “There
are so many variables that will
determine when the new library
will open … however, I can say I
hope that we have a new library
in five years.”
Perhaps what makes a good
library so special is that to talk of
what it is at its core is the same as
what it is at its surface. A library
done right aims to promote learning, which means it puts learning
front and center and refuses to
shy away even if that means vocal
collaboration. “The best thing
about the library is discovering
new topics. I love having conversations on items patrons just read
or watched,” says John, which
might explain why he’s stuck
around for three years. “Its an
informal classroom where they’re
teaching me about the subject.”
The use of the library and the services it provides are unmatched
by any other place on campus.
Students will surely capitalize on
St. Albert Hall until all its books
are moved out. For the time being,
they have an exciting new space
to look forward to and an equally
exciting repurposing of an old
space in the just-as-near future.
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ST. ALBERT HALL houses a finely run library, but will likely be repurposed in coming years when a new library is built. (Courtesy of Jack Barnes)

HS student organizes CO2 reduction day at SMC
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

BY: JACK BARNES
NEWS EDITOR

Mark your calendars, folks,
Debbo’s Air Awareness Day is
April 4. Las Lomas High School
senior Debbo Elias has worked
with the Green Gaels to organize and promote his initiative
to get students and faculty to
reduce carbon emissions by
taking alternative transportation to school on Thursday. For
Debbo, this issue hits close to
home. He lost his father due
to the toxins from the 2017
wildfires, and wants to educate
people on the tangible and
immediate dangers of climate
change.
If everyone took public
transportation, rode their bike,

or carpooled with a friend for
even one day, Debbo argues,
then not only would the emissions for that day be significantly lowered but hopefully
participants would see how easy
it can be and choose to travel
more consciously more often.
“My goal for the day is to
raise awareness about how
we can reduce carbon emissions and particulate matter
from polluting our air,” Debbo
explains. This is essential if
we are to “protect the people
who are dealing with health
issues which could potentially
become fatal if they breathe in
pollutants, which was why my
father had passed away during
the 2017 wildfires. I just want
more people to start realizing

that we can make a change in
helping reduce emissions, even
if it means not driving for just
one day.”
According to Green Gael
Hope Huber ‘19, the Green
Gaels are supporting his project
by meeting with him to plan it
and offering their clubs network to promote the event.
They are tabling on campus
this Wednesday to ask people
to sign pledges and act as
Debbo’s lesion to the school so
he can come to campus, run his
project, share his mission, get
people to pollute less, and collect data etc.
In additional to Debbo’s
admirable environmental activism, he is also a prospective
SMC student. “Saint Mary’s is

the number one school I’d love
to attend as it’s close to home,”
he says. Unfortunately, tuition
is proving to be a barrier to
his enrollment. “I am thinking
about other schools, mainly due
to the cost of tuition as I wasn’t
offered enough money from the
school that makes it financially possible for my widowed
mother to afford.”
Saint Mary’s would be lucky
to have a student like Debbo
walk its halls, and Mother Earth
would just as surely be lucky
to have more forward thinking,
action-taking inhabitants. Let’s
hope for the best for Debbo’s
future plans. In the meantime,
let’s observe his Air Awareness
Day on Thursday and Lent by
fasting from our dependence on
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he Weekly
Update

Keeping you in the loop

F

ACEBOOK SUED FROM THE DEPT OF HOUSING
AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
The company Facebook is being sued on accusations of allowing advertisers to choose which users saw their housing
ads. The suit filed by HUD claims that discriminations were
placed on specific groups of people to prevent them from
seeing these ads. Facebook has been in hot water recently
with charges of privacy compromisations. Even though Facebook has announced they would address the issue, HUD is
not satisfied and has vowed to go through with the lawsuit.

M

UELLER ENDS INVESTIGATION
After two years special counsel Robert Mueller
has ended his investigation on the Trump administration’s
suspected dealings with the Russian government. Mueller has
stated that he found no evidence of collusion from Trump’s
campaign, however, he did not fully clear him on the count
of obstruction of justice. Attorney General William Barr read
over the report and provided a four page summary of the
findings. However, critics have claimed that the full report
needs to be released, as it is 300 pages long. Even though the
full report has not been released, the statement from Mueller
has given Trump and his supporters the clearance that they
have wanted.

C

HARGES AGAINST JUSSIE SMOLLETT DROPPED
Actor Jussie Smollett has reason to celebrate, as all
charges filed against him were dropped last week. The “Empire” actor claimed that men in MAGA hats attacked him,
launching the city of Chicago into a high speed and expensive
investigation. As a result of the dropped case, Smollett will
have his record sealed, preventing the public from knowing
the truth. This case is twisted, with the police department
and mayor standing firm in their belief that Smollett faked
the attack, and is receiving special treatment.

C

UTS FROM THE SPECIAL OLYMPICS
Recently, Education Secretary Betsy DeVos proposed a severe budget cut for funds from the Special Olympics. An international event, the Special Olympics brings
countries nationwide together to celebrate the achievements with people with disabilities. DeVos claimed that the
organization already gets funds from private investors, and
the money could be used elsewhere. However, the proposal
launched a massive backlash, with politicians from both
parties criticizing the decision. The administration quickly
back tracked, however, the mere suggestion has many people
wondering where the priorities of this administration are.

J

UAN GAIDO BANNED FROM RUNNING FOR OFFICE IN VENEZUELA
Under the leadership of Nicolas Maduro has prevented
Juan Gaido from running for public office. Earlier this year
Maduro was accused of tampering with the presidential election, preventing Gaido from winning. Gaido then stepped
in and claimed the victory, gaining the support of the U.S.
Although Maduro still has control, opposition has been growing, with protests expected. However, through all the political
turmoil the people of Venezuela are suffering with poverty
increasing. Developments are still underway to determine
the outcome.

B

RUNEI HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
Brunei is violating significant human rights violations, with new laws implemented by the sultan that would
punish people by death for participating in same sex relationships. These laws were first proposed a few years ago,
however, they led to intense international protest, so the
government put off the laws. However, the government feels
the protests have worn off and they can now implement the
laws. The laws have gained international criticisms with
claims of violations of human rights, however, they are still
being accepted.
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Middle East food and dance
continued from page 1
performance was a joke with
many people excited to be a part
of the night’s events.
The performance continued
with the short video, “What it
Means to be Arab.” In this video
students, and others shared
their experiences with being
Arab, and how that culture has
impacted their life. For guests,
it was inspiring to see so many
people speak so highly about
their heritage. Many participants cited how being Middle
Eastern is being a part of a large
family, where all people can
share in common experiences.
This connection that they have
is special, unbreakable, and one
they will have forever.
“Being able to have a night
where people can eat my favorite Middle Eastern foods, and
learn about my favorite aspects
of my culture is incredible,”
Jaber said.
The show took an exciting
turn with performances of the
arts. Students performed an
authentic “Belly Dance.” One of
the Arab culture’s most famous
dances, students brought an element of the arts for guests. The
dance was an interesting way
to show another part of Middle
Eastern culture, and gave guests
a chance to see the student
participants to perform. The
performance continued with a
poem read by a student where he
expressed his experience with
being of Middle Eastern heritage. The poem was emotional
for all, as guests were treated to
original poetry.
Next, guests were able to participate on stage in a live taste
test. The executive team provided guests with store bought
Arab food and had guests who
knew what authentic Middle

The student
performers began
the number, then
quickly entered
the audience and
brought guests on
stage to dance.
Eastern food tastes like try it
out and compare. Most guests
concluded that the store bought
food was nothing in comparison
to the homemade food that they
are used to. For guests, it was
funny to see guests attempt to
finish the food they were trying.
“In order for people to interact with those from different
cultures it is important to approach the culture from a place
of respect, and to always have
an open mind when interacting
with people from different parts
of the world,” Bseiso said.
Throughout the night, guests
were treated to hearing a chant
that Arab people use when they
are celebrating. Guests were
then encouraged to try the call
out for themselves, with some
participating in an on stage
contest to see which guest could
do it the best. The audience then
gave a road of applause to show
who they thought should win,

and from their results a victor
was crowned.
The show then took an emotional turn, as two students
read letters to their parents. In
their letters the students expressed the love and gratitude
for the sacrifices their parents
made for them. Both cited how
their parents kept their Middle
Eastern culture a part of their
upbringing, whether it was by
raising them bilingual, or taking them to classes where they
could learn. For guests, it was
heartwarming to see the positive impact that these parents
had on their children.
“I hope that people
learn that the Middle East is
made up of so many different
parts and has so many unique
aspects,” Jaber said.

The Arab Cultural
Night was an exciting,
educational and
fun experience
Guests were then invited to
participate in learning a traditional Middle Eastern dance
“Dabke.” The dance required
the participation of others, as
people have to rely on each other to perform it correctly. This
was another successful effort to
keep the audience involved in
the performance, as opposed to
having them sit down and watch.
One of the most memorable
moments of the night was the
performance “Coffee Fortunes
With Teta,” where a student
and staff member performed a
small play chronicling the life
of a girl and her grandmother.
The performance, though funny,
showed the love and connection
that Middle Eastern children
have with their grandmothers.
“I hope that people were also
able to see how important our
community is to us. Everyone
part of our community is family to me. When one person
celebrates their successes, we
all do,” Jaber said.
The show concluded with
a performance of the dance
“Dabke” which guests had been
taught earlier. The student performers began the number, then
quickly entered the audience
and brought guests on stage to
dance. This final note brought
participants and guests together
to celebrate in the Arab Culture,
and tied in the theme of “Coming Together.”
“I encourage people to read
more about not only Middle
Eastern Culture, but about all
different cultures in the world
because it will help in understanding why people act and
think in certain ways, and will
eventually make communication so easy and fruitful,” Bseiso
said.
The Arab Cultural Night was
an exciting, educational and
fun experience for all people.
For guests who may not be as
familiar with Arab Culture,
this event was very important.
Saint Mary’s cultural nights are
meant to educate people about
the different heritages that
students identify with. The next
cultural night is the 17th annual

Campus
Calendar
Fall 2019 Study Abroad Fair
Wednesday, April 3
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Location: Dante Hall: Quad
Cupcakes for a Cause
Wednesday, April 3
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Location: De La
Salle Hall: Lawn
Contact: Erin
emo3@stmarys-ca.edu
Fac Chat #2: Mestizo Arts
and Activism: Participatory
Action Research and
Artistic Praxis as a Politics
of Care and Solidarity
Wednesday, April 3
1:00 p.m.
Location: Intercultural
Center: Delphine Lounge
Coffee, Creativity,
and Community
Wednesday, April 3
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Location: Augustine Hall
Contact: Erin
emo3@stmarys-ca.edu
School of Science
Career Night
Thursday, April 4
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Location: Soda Activity
Center: Claeys Lounge
Contact: CPDS (925)631-4600
Invest In Your Future
Thursday, April 4
6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Location: Soda Activity
Center: Moraga Room
Guest Speakers: George
Pereira and Russell Martin
Take Back the Night
Thursday, April 4
7:00 p.m.
Location: De La Salle
Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact: Erin
emo3@stmarys-ca.edu

Dances from the Heart:
Spring Concert
Thursday, April 4
8:00 p.m.
Friday, April 5
8:00 p.m.
Saturday April 6
3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Tickets: General
Admission: 15.00
SMC Faculty/Staff: 10.00
Non-SMC Students: 10.00
SMC Students: 5.00
Location: LeFevre Theater
Visit: stmarys-ca.edu/
spring-dance-concert

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
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Arab Cultural Night: Its Importance and Difficulties
see the importance of keeping
Arab Cultural Night on campus.

BY NICOLE NINO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
It has been an unforgettable
experience to be able to carry
on the torch of Arab Cultural
Night for all four years of my
undergrad career.
I have always been so proud
of my culture and have always
loved sharing it with as many
people as I can. I started out
with helping Middle Eastern
festivals, I talked constantly
about my trips to the Middle
East, and, when I got the chance,
I would have my friends experience my culture in any way they
could.
I had always known about
the strong sense of community
among different cultures on our
campus from before I attended.
However, I was still surprised
to see that there was an opportunity for me to plan a “mini
festival” for the entire campus.
As a freshman, knowing nothing about culture nights, I was
quickly thrown into the exec
team and learned how disadvantaged we were compared

We have such a
diverse community filled with different languages,
religions, food,
and traditions......
to the other cultural nights.
But besides our budget being
the lowest, being the youngest
cultural night, and with the
smallest community on campus,
I was still determined to continue with my love of sharing
my culture.

If you love [Arab
Cultural Night]
then...show
your support
by coming out
to our events

Arab culture was celebrated through dance and food at the Sixth Annual Arab Cultural Night. Here, students performed belly dance. (Photo by Adriana Avila)

Each year got easier and easier to plan out the event night,
but, unfortunately, recruiting
sets did not get easier. It seemed
to have always come down to me
and the rest of the exec team to
put together the show and look
for people to participate.
It is sad to learn that, after four years, many in the
Arab community here at Saint
Mary’s are either too afraid to
put themselves out the re and
celebrate their culture, or are
too afraid to get political. Each
of the four years I was part
of the show, someone always
wanted to address the IsraeliPalestinian conflict but it was
always turned down in fear of
being “too political.”
My goal each year was just
to bring a little of my wonderful culture to the Saint Mary’s
campus. I wanted to show the
campus community that my

culture is not what you see on
the news. We have such a diverse
community filled with different
languages, religions, food, and
traditions ranging from region
to region.
It was incredibly upsetting to
hear this year that Associated
Students (AS) did not even want
us to exist last year and hoped
for this year to be our last year.
I had heard that they considered
us to be a waste of money and
that we did not have enough
traction on campus. It honestly
was a stab in the back considering that the entire point of a
culture night is to bring minorities a platform in which they
can educate and celebrate their
heritage with the Saint Mary’s
community.
But because we don’t have a
big enough community and we
don’t bring in as many people
as the other cultural nights, we

don’t deserve to have that same
platform? We don’t deserve to
be able to share our culture and
educate the campus on recent
issues?
I hope that AS would change
their mind and would be able to

If you love our event on campus as much as we do, all that
I ask is that you show your
support by coming out to our
events. Talk to us about the
community. If you are looking
to get involved, please email me,
Catherine Jaber, or anyone who
works at the IC.
Don’t be afraid to show your
pride for your culture.
[Eds. note: You can also show support for our other cultural groups on
campus by attending other cultural
night events. Expressions of Blackness is on April 11th; The BASH is on
April 25th; and Annual Latinx Cultural Night is on May 2nd. All events
are held at the Soda Center.]

Tea with Teta was one of the sets that made the cultural night so special. (Photo by Adriana Avila)

Springtime Brings More than Flowers to SMC
BY ISABELLA FERRANTE
STAFF WRITER
Over the past four years, I
have always loved the spring
semester.
Not only is the spring semester a fresh start to the new
semester, but also spring brings
so many fun activities. There are
activities to do around our campus, chances to explore the Bay
Area, or even just the excuse to
do some typical spring activities.
S p r i n g s e m e st e r a t S a i n t
Mary’s is great because, after
the cold weather we have had
over the past few months, we
finally get to spend time outside
around our beautiful campus!
Walking around campus during
April and May is so cool because
you are bound to run into your
friends spending time outside or
doing homework.
There is also the return of the
community time barbeques that
we all love, as well as so many
other community time activities
that are held outdoors.
As for annual campus events
there is Relay for Life, Associated Students Day, Campus Activities Board Spring Carnival,
the Stress Management Fair and
so many more!

Springtime is a gorgeous and fun affair at Saint Mary’s College campus. (Photo by Adriana Avila)

Spring also gives us students a
chance to get outside and watch

our Gaels play baseball, softball,
lacrosse, beach volleyball, or

tennis. Spring is such a fun and
busy time at SMC, and there are
so many fun opportunities and
activities to do.
Springtime also allows us
S a i n t M a r y ’s s t u d e n t s t h e
chance to explore different
things to do in Bay Area. When
I feel like staying local to the
Lamorinda area, I love taking
a walk around the Lafayette
Reservoir. Although I love going there throughout the entire
year, there is something so
refreshing about taking a walk
there in the springtime.
Sometimes I also find myself
walking around Broadway Plaza
in Walnut Creek. It is so fun to
go down there when the weather
gets warm and enjoy dinner and
shopping.
San Francisco has an endless
list of activities to do. My personal favorites are going to see
the Golden Gate Park or walk
around Fisherman’s Wharf or
Union Square.
If you feel like exploring the
Bay Area even further, you can
drive down to Santa Clara and
go to Great America or drive up
to Napa and see the beautiful
town up there.
Springtime also gives us all an
excuse to take a day and do some

of the usual spring activities.
I always love spring cleaning
and getting my room all clean
before the stress of the end of
the school year kicks in.
As students, cleaning up our
rooms is not always our first
priority. However, taking a day
or two and organizing and deep
cleaning can be so helpful for
our busy lives. Not only is it
somewhat therapeutic, but having a clean space can boost our
productivity and improve our
mood.
The weather also gives us a
chance to go on hikes, picnic
with our friends, go on a bike
ride, relaxing by the pool, and go
to the farmer’s market.
Overall, just use this time to
get outside and do what you
love!

Not only is the
spring semester
a fresh start to
the new semester, but also [it]
brings so many
fun activities...
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A Review of Jordan Peele’s New Horror Film“Us”
horror, “Us” asks its audience
“who is really the monster?”
This is the type of film that
demands conversation. Once
you see it, you’ll be dying to
discuss your thoughts, theories,
and questions with anyone who
will listen.

BY SETH BOYD
STAFF WRITER
Two years and an Oscar win
later, Jordan Peele is back to
grace our screens with his work.
In many ways “Us” is an expansion of “Get Out.” While
definitively a horror film, “Us”
– like Peele’s previous film – offers good amount of comic relief. For many viewers, “Us” will
feel a little closer to home than
“Get Out,” and not just because
it was shot in Santa Cruz.
Like most good horror films,
it is difficult to describe much
of the plot of “Us” without giving too much away. As such, the
summary will be brief.
The plot centers on the Wilsons, an African American family. The Wilsons are taking a
vacation in their usual spot, the
childhood home of Adelaide,
the wife and mother (played
perfectly by Lupita Nyong ’o),
outside of Santa Cruz. The Wilsons seem to be a fairly standard
middle class family.
Things become complicated

“Us” will feel
a little closer
to home ...

Lupita Nyong’o plays Adelaide, the wife and mother of the Wilson family, in Jordan Peele’s new captivating movie, “Us.” (Photo by Rolling Stones)

when, on the first night of their
vacation, they notice a family
outside the house. Gabriel, the
father (played wonderfully by
Winston Duke), attempts to
make contact. It doesn’t work,
and, before the Wilsons know,
this family has broken into their

home.
Once inside, it is revealed the
family is comprised completely
of doppelgangers of the Wilsons,
all played by the same actors.
Their plan, motivations, and
origins, will remain a mystery
in this review.

The themes of “Us” are much
broader than themes of “Get
Out,” although race relations
are certainly a factor. Instead,
this film requires its viewers to
think of class relations and the
rampant inequality our world
faces. Like the best works of

The acting, particularly
Nyong’o’s performance, is outstanding.
As one would expect from
Peele, this an excellently crafted
film. Peele’s script and directing
are as razor sharp as his debut.
Without spoiling anything,
Peele manages to take some of
the seemingly most basic imagery, and combine them in such a
way that is truly haunting in its
uncanniness.
In short, go see this film.
Grade: A

What is the Deal with 40 days of Lent, Anyway?

A non-Catholic student reflects on and participates in the Christian religious observance of Lent
BY MADISON LATTNER
STAFF WRITER
“If you’re not Catholic, then
why are you participating in
Lent?”
I hear this same question
every year. People are always
in shock when me, a non-Catholic, decides to participate in a
solemn religious observance.
Every year, around spring semester, the questions pop up
asking, “ Why would you do
that to yourself ?” and “It is
such a long holiday...why are
you sacrificing things when you
don’t need to?”and “You have no
obligation to do it, so why even
participate?”.
For those of you who may
not know what Lent is, let me
give a little background on
this Christian tradition. Lent
is the 40-day time period that
comes before Easter Sunday.
The forty-day fasting period is
supposed to replicate Jesus’s

sacrifice and withdrawal when
he spent 40 days in the desert.
[Eds. note: there are 46 days in
total, but Sundays are expected
to be a day of fasting, so when
the powers that be counted the
number of days, Sundays were
not included. Thus, 40 days].
Lent begins on Ash Wednesday and is a time when Catholics, and other Christians, give
up something or decide to do a
good deed. Most Catholics believe Lent is based on the idea of
sacrifice. Most people decide to
give up sweets, alcohol or coffee.
The point is to give up something that might be considered
a vice in order to cleanse.
However, people may also
choose to do something for Lent
rather than give something up.
This activity usually involves
the betterment of yourself or
your community. For example,
many people decide to help out
at their local community center,
go to church more often, or go to

Lent is a Christian 40-day religious observance. (Photo by Chris Salvo / Getty Images)

the gym more consistently.
Ever since I started at Saint
Mary ’s College, I have made
the conscious decision to participate in Lent, even though I
am not Catholic. (Shocking, I
know). Being at a Catholic college, though not being Catholic,
I believe it is best to understand

the Catholic traditions and try
and make the best out of the
college I have chosen.
Lent, in my opinion, is not as
awful as everyone makes it out
to be. Personally I see Lent as a
time of discipline and a chance
to better yourself and the people
around you. It gives you a defini-

tie timeline for a particular goal,
and, hopefully, in the process,
you are able to create some good
habits and benefit yourself and
the people around you.
The traditional rules
of Lent are pretty strict such as
giving up meat or fasting, from
Ash Wednesday to Good Friday.
But typical Catholics try and
make the Lenten season a little
more relaxed. For this lovely
Lenten season, I decided to take
a more carefree approach and
do something better for myself
(fasting seems a little too extreme for my lifestyle).
I am deciding to focus on my
health for the next forty days
by eating clean and going to the
gym consistently. When thinking of Lent, I try not to put the
tradition in the mindset of “Sacrifice” or “Giving something
up”, but rather “Discipline”
or “Doing something to better
yourself.”
I think Lent is great!

On SMC Conversations about Sexual Assault
BY JORDAN PASTOR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
[Eds. note: April is Sexual Assault
Awareness Month. If you need to
report a sexual violence incident, call
or text the campus CARE line at (925)
878-9207. If you need counseling, call
CAPS at (925) 631-4364.]
I can definitely say that our classmates handle accounts of sexual
assault in a completely different way
than other people.
To make things short, I do believe
that there needs to be improvement on how we handle cases of
sexual abuse in any form. Because
of the social class of many of our colleagues, there is a pervasive culture
of erasure that completely removes

Teal ribbon of SAAM. (Photo by Her Campus)

the narrative of sexual abuse from
some people.

I’m not saying that SMC is inherently okay with rape or sexual abuse.
In fact, it is extremely helpful that
we get emails about recent cases of
sexual assaults so we are generally
more aware. But I think our issue
lies in the fact that we don’t typically
check in with each other.
Any one of us (and to a degree,
many of us are already) could be a
victim of sexual assault, and this
school can’t seem to remove the
identity of a “victim” from the victim.
It’s almost like any number of details
about someone could be completely
disregarded if we call them a survivor, and only that.
On the other hand, there is the notion that it shouldn’t be talked about.
Many of my female friends would tell

me accounts of how some guy did
something they weren’t comfortable
with but ultimately wasn’t the mediated portrayal of rape and therefore
“it’s fine.”
But just like consent, abuse and,
therefore, harassment and assault
are on a spectrum. Nobody can definitively and objectively say what
sexual abuse is for any other person.
There seems to be this overarching
attitude of not wanting to talk about
experiences with sexual assault,
because nobody wants to be labeled
as a victim.
I completely understand the
premise that some people don’t
want to talk about it because it is
a personal subject, but we have to
acknowledge our roles.

What is something that we’re
doing to someone that is uncomfortable for them ? Do you feel uncomfortable ? Are you witnessing an
uncomfortable scenario ? What are
you doing about it ?
Abuse is a collection of definitions,
but it is also a collection of characters
- not just two. For someone who had
recently or not so recently had an
experience with sexual abuse, not
only should the people around them
be honest about their accounts and
perspectives on the topic, but they
should also remember that labeling
someone as a victim perpetuates the
problem.
Just asking “are you doing okay?”
can do wonders for a person who
needs help. We need more of that.
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OPINION
English 102 hurt by lack of prerequisites, student knowledge
BY KA LOUGHMAN
a basic understanding of the material.
OPINION EDITOR
Creative Writing is not an exception to this
I’ve known that I was meant to study rule. I am studying creative writing because
English since I was young; I read “The Out- I want to build a career in creative writing,
siders” in my seventh-grade English course and right now ENG102 is structured to be a
and thought, “I could do this forever.” I course that non-English majors can take for
have never once doubted this decision; I fun. ENGL102 is an upper-division course,
can think of no greater way to spend my and it needs to focus primarily on serving
life than being able to write, read, analyze its students who already have at least an
and come to conclusions about literature. intermediate-level understanding of how
Today, I love being an English major. I have to study/write creative writing and plan
loved my education here at Saint Mary’s, on studying creative-writing long-term,
from my introductory analysis and criti- rather than accommodating students who
cism courses to my mandatory American are looking for an easy A. If students want
and British Lit courses. But I believe the to take creative writing courses at Saint
greatest decision I’ve made in my under- Mary’s but have no previous experience
graduate career was to add a Creative Writ- in creative writing, they should begin by
ing emphasis to my English major, thereby taking the lower-division ENGL25: Multicommitting myself to studying the form, Genre Creative Writing.
One of the most pressing reasons for
craft and impact of creative writing. The
creative writing emphasis within the Eng- this proposed requirement is the fact that
ENGL102 courses fill
lish major is made up
up extremely quickly
of one lower-division
course (Multi-Genre E N G L 1 0 2 c o u r s e s f i l l — oftentimes these
spots are filled by unCreative Writing ),
three upper division up extremely quickly — derclassmen or noncourses (a choice be- oftentimes these spots are English majors, leavno room for Cretween Poetry, Crefilled by underclassmen ing
ative Writing students
ative Nonfiction, Fiction, Drama, and Ad- or non-English majors, who need to take three
vanced Composition), leaving no room for Creative courses of ENGL102
in order to fulfill their
and two quarter credit
courses (the Creative Writing students who need requirements. This
Writing Reading Se- to take three courses of also lowers the quality of workshop and
ries, which is taken
twice). However, as ENGL102 in order to fulfill the rigor of the material for the students
I’ve gone through the their requirements.
majoring/minoring
requirements for the
in creative writing.
Creative Writing emphasis, I have noticed that the quality of I cannot even count the amount of times
my education, particularly in my ENG102 I’ve been in workshop groups and received
courses, has not been as rigorous as I would feedback such as “It’s good, I liked it” on my
have liked. I believe this is because ENG102 work from less-experienced writers, which
courses are open to (and often taken by) provides me with no way to move forward
students with little to no knowledge of with my work or improve my methods as a
writer. In addition, there’s the course matestudying creative writing.
Generally, you don’t take an upper- rial: when my professors spend class-time
division course if you don’t already have time discussing what a tense-shift is, or

ENGLISH 102 is a creative writing course swarmed by non-majors who don’t know the basics. The department should
institute a prerecquisite to weed week candidates out. (Courtesy of You Be Relentless.)

going over the definitions of plot, scene, and
point-of-view, I can feel my brain melting.
These are things I learned in my introductory English courses, and are not terms I
need to revisit as a graduating senior.
One of the counterarguments for
ENG102 being unavailable to students who
haven’t taken ENG25 is that not as many
students would register for ENG102, thereby making the classes smaller. Currently,
ENG102 courses are capped at eighteen
students, but creative writing workshops
are more effective when the class sizes are
smaller (which is why MFA in Creative
Writing programs are usually small, and
more exclusive). These size limitations allow students to focus more intensively on
the work being presented, and thus allows
them to provide more in-depth, precise
feedback. As a result of this intensive col-

laboration, writers can grow and change
their techniques. This feat simply cannot
be achieved if there isn’t the same level of
determination felt across the class.
In the lower-division Multi-Genre Creative Writing course, an overview of all
genres of creative writing are provided. The
course also goes over the various forms/
crafts/terminology, etc. associated with
reading, writing, and analyzing creative
work. Like ENG102, ENGL25 also fulfills
the Artistic Analysis and Creative Practice sections of the Core Curriculum. It’s
the perfect way to get your fill of creative
writing, build up your writing skills and
knowledge, and get a grasp on the different genres. If you’re thinking of taking a
creative writing course at Saint Mary’s
next semester, I would highly recommend
taking ENG25 first.

THE DEFINITIVE RANKING OF DRINKS AT STARBUCKS
BY KA LOUGHMAN
OPINION EDITOR
Vanilla Bean Frappuccino (0/10)
This drink is pointless and a waste of time. It tastes
like a vanilla milkshake for the first five minutes, and
then you’ve sipped away all of the sweet vanilla milk
and are left with cold slush. There’s also no caffeine.
If this is your drink of choice, you should be ashamed.
Learn to drink coffee or go back to seventh grade.
Iced Matcha Latte (4/10)
I’ve gotten really into drinking Matcha lattes this
spring (I tried to give up coffee for Lent...it did not
last long), but I’ve noticed that a lot of matcha kinda
tastes like dirt. And milk. Too much milk.
Iced Caramel Cloud Macchiato (6/10).
Ah yes, the drink I am sipping on as I write this list. I
only ordered this because the cloud foam is yummy,
and Starbucks was out of cold brew. The first few sips
are pure cloud foam, and then the strong espresso
begins to seep in. As time goes on the foam melts into
the espresso, which essentially turns it into a vanilla
latte. Not bad.

Mango Dragonfruit Refresher (7/10).
Does anyone remember how when these came
out last summer it was all anyone was posting on
Instagram?? This is the fuschia-colored drink with
the chunks of dragonfruit thrown in. I have to say,
it’s fabulous. Probably one of Starbucks’s biggest
successes as of late. The only downside? There’s no
caffeine :(
Cherry Mocha (7/10)
My #1 guilty pleasure, which always comes out a few
days before Valentine’s day. Fruit and chocolate is
always a good idea. It’s a hug in a cup. But these do
inspire a sugar crash later on in the day, and because
of this, I can only tolerate them a few times a year.
Pink Drink (or, a Strawberry-Acai Refresher with
Coconut milk) (8/10)
I drank a lot of these in high school, as I refused to
drink coffee until sophomore year of college. They’re
beautiful, they’re milky, they’re sweet, and they come
with freeze-dried strawberries.
Iced Dirty Chai (8/10)
This isn’t on the menu (unlike at Peet’s, which is

the only point I will give them over Starbucks), and
because of the added espresso shots it’s a bit more
expensive, but sometimes you just really need a chai
latte, and sometimes you really need the sweet caffeine kick, so the splurge is worth it.
Iced Black Tea Lemonade (9/10)
When I was in the ninth grade, I would walk over to
the Safeway across the street from my high school and
order a Venti one of these babies. Sweet but tart, and
with just a little caffeine kick.
Vanilla Sweet Cream Cold Brew (9/10)
After I gave up giving up coffee for Lent, I got into
drinking Vanilla Sweet Cream Cold Brew. It’s essentially an iced vanilla latte, but fancier and more
caffeinated. I’m in love with it. I’ve ordered it three
times in the past week. I’m not ashamed.
Blonde Latte (10/10)
The perfect utilitarian drink. It never disappoints.
Espresso and foamy milk. I like the Blonde espresso
because it’s juuuust a bit sweeter than the normal
kind. Nobody really needs anything more than this.
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OPINION
Millennials do something good for once: challenge political norms
BY JON SEISER
OPINION COLUMNIST
Technically, I am a millennial.
I was born between 1981-1997.
I hate to admit that I am one
because I don’t identify with the
associated reputations and connotations. The word alone makes
everyone older than thirty-five
cringe. I think millennials are
being used as scapegoats by baby
boomers, who make up most of
the career politicians in office. I
think those politicians are afraid
of the millennial disease. Why
would politicians and baby boomers be so afraid? Because millennials are able to change the way
government functions.
Being titled a millennial was
not my choice, nor the choice
of millions of others, but unfortunately there is nothing I can
do about that. Millennials are
thought of as the spoiled generation that gets participation
trophies and safe spaces, and
doesn’t know what hard work is.
Ha! That’s a load of shit! I wasn’t
spoiled, and I didn’t need safe
spaces growing up. I was bullied,
but I also fought back. I grew up
a latchkey kid; my single-parent
mother was at work all day and
I had to come home to an empty
house. I also started working at
sixteen years old. So, to those who
think millennials are a problem,
you should re-evaluate your
thinking.
The real reason why millennials are bullied is because we are a
reflection of our parents’ generation. We grew up in the consumer-

YOUNG POLITICIANS are changing the political landscapefor the better, regardless of how nervous they make older generations. We want
change, and we’re coming to get it. (Photo courtesy of Fox News)

driven economy that was created
in the fifties. When baby boomers
were making laws, we millennials were absorbing the economic
inequality that they created in
this country. The baby boomers
were so greedy that they cared
more for profit than equality by
sending jobs overseas and printing more money. The printing of
more money devalued the worth
of the dollar, which lead to having
parents work all day, and thus the

creation of latchkey kids. Now
that we are of age and barely able
to afford to get out of our parents
houses, both the baby boomers
and the millennials realize that
we aren’t going to die anytime
soon. And we want change. They
created us; now the monster lives,
and Dr. Frankenstein has no way
of stopping us. It’s hard to look in
the mirror and acknowledge the
truth that the millennial monster
is no longer under control.

As the swamp at the White
House slowly festers with time,
millennials will dry it out and
turn the swamp into a prospering
oasis. Slowly we will change the
way this country is run, and it is
all because our parents wanted
us to have everything. Our parents wanted everyone to have
participation trophies, and so
our culture changed. Millennials
believe in economic and racial
equality. I believe that my genera-

tion’s beliefs are a response to the
extreme capitalism and consumerism of our parents. Don’t get
me wrong, I believe in capitalism,
but I also believe that healthcare
and education are inalienable
rights. As millennials creep into
Congress, I believe legislative and
economic changes will happen. As
millennials take over, their focus
will be rights based on our beliefs
of economic and racial equality. We can expect to see more
legislation on healthcare and
education because millennials
have seen the impacts of having
parents pay ridiculous amounts
for both of them. I imagine we
will see a change in education
first, which has already started
in California; some community
colleges are free for the first year
of school. The healthcare challenge will be the the most difficult
by far, but changes will start first
with individual states raising
taxes and by lobbying medical
companies and pharmaceuticals.
Eventually, there will need to be
a business buster -- lobbying and
fighting major corporations that
have created oligopolies. For
example, companies like Disney,
Fox, CBS,and Ball Metal, most
which own a lot of the market
share in their respective industries. Millennials will break these
monopolies apart, bring America
back to the small business owner,
and bring back the middle class.
The baby boomer swamp is afraid
of losing the wealth gap they have
created, but millennials are the
first major wave of change.

HOT TAKE SNACK BREAK

Grab your favorite snack and see what your peers have to say about the world this week - read ‘em while they’re hot!

SAVE YOUR MONEY; DITCH CALIFORNIA

Of the 33,187 Saint Mary’s alumni on LinkedIn, 20,290 still live in the San Francisco Bay Area. 61 percent of us don’t go far. 500 made it to Seattle, 300 to Denver, and 200 to
Chicago. An impressive 200 also made it to Barcelona, but the vast, vast majority stay right here in the sunshine state.
Of course, this has to thank that an equally vast majority of students were raised in good old CA. Most SMC attendees are from Walnut Creek or Sac or Vallejo. Orange County
natives are practically foreign exchange students.
My upbringing was a bit different. I went to ten schools across three states. I learned to pick up and move on early, and it’ll be a hard habit to shake. I love to move and to
travel, and I have a hard time imagining myself as part of the 61 percent who stay in the Bay.
But why, you might ask.
Rent is the obvious answer.
A one bedroom apartment will cost you from $1,700 to $3,700, to which I give a sincere no thank you. Roomates do alleviate the issue somewhat, but they come with their
own, let’s say, adventures I’m excited to move beyond.
Let’s compare that to median one bedroom rent in some other US cities.
• Albuquerque — $820
• Atlanta — $1,030
• Cincinnati — $1,000
• Detroit — $1,050
• Lexington — $830
• Phoenix — $860
• Salt Lake City — $1,190
• Seattle — $1,330
These are places where you can nab your own space downtown and still have money left to eat and time left to breathe. Of course, they’re not quite as big and grand as SF or
LA, but that has its own benefits. The ability to enjoy it is just one of them.
Added benefits include exploring somewhere new, stuffing yourself with cheap food, bringing liberal politics in from the coast (if you’re so inclined), and putting miles
between you and your parents.
CAROLINE BINLEY
OPINION EDITOR

“THE 1928” BELONGS WHENCE IT CAME

It would appear “The Brick Pile” would have been a more appropriate name for the on-campus bar. Bearing a closer resemblance to a Kaiser food-court than a college pub, “The
1928” is lacking in all categories presupposed to the desired scene. Between the obtrusive lighting, the truly bizarre hours, strange location, and most notably, the three-drink
policy, it should not come as a surprise that students are steering away from the campus’ twice-newly-opened community center. When I first heard of the campus’ plan to transform Cassin into a pub, I was ecstatic; I imagined students coming out in droves on Saturday nights, lining up to play pool, to drink, and talk in a dimly lit, rustic room worthy of its
title calling upon nostalgia and functionality. Alas, this version of “The 1928” shall live on in my brain, and yours too, whence it came.
HUNTER HERSHEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

HUNGRY FOR MORE?

Uh oh, your hottest take is all dressed up with no where to go. Let it loose. Come to the next Collegian storyboarding session, Monday, April 8, or shoot us an email at smccollegian@gmail.com.
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SPORTS
The 2019 NBA Playoffs Will Begin April 13th

Sports
this week
BASEBALL

April 5th, 3pm
vs. University of Portland
Moraga, CA

WOMEN’S BEACH VOLLEYBALL

THE NBA PLAYOFFS will commence on April 13th, 2019. After a season of broken expectations and record-setting performances, this is the moment alll basketball fans have been waiting for (NBA)

BY DIEGO VASQUEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This NBA regular season has
come with many surprises, from
the collapse of Lebron James and
the LA Lakers to teams like the
Denver Nuggets and the Brooklyn
Nets impressing fans of the league.
There are endless possibilities for
drama and incredible moments as
16 teams try and fight their way to
an NBA championship.
The Eastern Conference has
been blown wide open with the
departure of Lebron James to the
West. The Milwaukee Bucks have
improved from their first round exit
last season to have the best record in
the NBA. Coach Mike Budenholzer
has created a game plan that allows
MVP-candidate Giannis Antetokounmpo to dominate, along with
other stars that are contributing in
a major way. It has been a long time
since the Bucks have made a deep

run in the playoffs, but expect them
to change that this year.
Even though the Bucks have
the best record in the NBA, there
are still a few teams in the East
that have just as good a chance at
making the Finals. The Toronto
Raptors traded All-Star DeMar
DeRozan for Kawhi Leonard,which
is a move that has worked perfectly.
With mid-season additions Marc
Gasol and Jeremy Lin fitting in
well, the Raptors will be a tough
team to beat. Some can argue that
the Philadelphia 76ers have the
best starting 5 in the East. Having
added Jimmy Butler and Tobias
Harris to a lineup with Joel Embiid,
Ben Simmons, and J.J. Redick, they
have a dangerous team. The worry
for them is their bench, which does
not have a lot of scoring, but that
starting 5 should be enough to have
them go far. The Boston Celtics have
had a mixed season so far. They find
themselves in 5th place, behind the

Indiana Pacers and without home
court advantage in the playoffs.
Stars Kyrie Irving and Gordon
Hayward have not made the impact
on the young team that many would
have expected. The team’s defense
has been fine, but the offense has
looked disjointed. If their offense
cannot figure it out come playoffs,
the Celtics may be looking at an
early exit.
The Western Conference was
seen as the tougher conference at
the start of the season, and that
has remained true. The Golden
State Warriors still look like they
are going to be the 1st seed in the
West, but they had to work for it.
Injuries and arguments between
teammates has led to the Warriors
looking less dominant than many
would have expected after having
added Demarcus Cousins, but they
should still make the Finals and be
the favorites to win it all.
Trying to find a team in the West

to beat the Warriors is interesting because there are a few teams
that could stand a chance at taking
them down. The Denver Nuggets
have surprised everyone by being
the second best team in the West,
and Nikola Jokic has proven to be
a dangerous player to play against.
The Houston Rockets and MVPcandidate James Harden came so
close to defeating the Warriors in
the Western Conference finals last
season, but an ill-timed Chris Paul
injury ended those hopes. The team
is weaker this season, but James
Harden has been incredible this
season, so do not count them out.
The Portland Trail Blazers and
the Oklahoma City Thunder have
both defeated the Warriors in the
regular season, and they posses AllStar calibre players, so they have a
chance at going deep in the playoffs.
Despite all of this, expect the Warriors to get the job done against all
of these teams.

Saint Mary’s Sports Roundup

April 6th, time TBA
Santa Clara University
Santa Clara, CA

WOMEN’S TENNIS

Arpri 16th, 11am
vs. University of the Pacific
Moraga, CA

SOFTBALL

BY MATT MCFETRIDGE
SPORTS EDITOR

Women’s Rowing - March 30

Saint Mary’s
Santa Clara

Men’s Rugby - March 30

6:56.44
7:11.88

No. 1 Saint Mary’s
No. 3 California

19
29

April 6th, 1pm
@ North Texas
Denton, TX

MEN’S RUGBY

Women’s Tennis - March 30

Saint Mary’s
No. 8 Pepperdine

Men’s Baseball - March 30

0
4

Saint Mary’s
BYU

3
5

Women’s Beach Volleyball - March 30 Men’s Tennis - March 30

Saint Mary’s
USF

5
0

Saint Mary’s
Pepperdine

1
4

April 13, 2019, Time TBA
USA Rugby Round of 16

